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Computer graphics with the possibility of direct (user-controlled) manipulation can
visualise or simulate mental operations required for solving problems by describing
the various aspects of spatial abilities. We shall base our investigation on the socalled “pictoralistic thesis”, which states that mental image processing operations are
based, among others, on the visual experience of objects and object manipulations.
The reseach problems are: How should a learning software be structured to support
the process of solving item-like spatial perception problems by user-controlled direct
manipulations? (Software development problem) How effective is user-controlled
direct manipulation in computer-supported solving of item-like spatial perception
training problems as compared to the conventional way of solving such problems in
printed form, which relies on mental operations only, or compared to a combination
comprising of computerised and pencil-and-paper item-like problems which are
presented consecutively? (Software evaluation problem)
The development of the modular training program ”Fold –Rotate – Tilt – Cut” was
based on corresponding standardised tests, which fit to certain facettes of spatial
ability. This will provide suitable criteria for analysing the effectiveness of our
training software.
The main results from an investigation using a control group design with about eighty
9-graders per treatment, which is first completed for the modules Fold and Rotate:
All the treatments are of significant efficiency. The module Fold and it’s combination
with paper and pencil tasks are equally effective, but these two treatments are
significantly more efficient than the treatment paper and pencil tasks. The treatments
module Rotate and paper and pencil tasks are equally efficient, but the combination
of module Rotate with paper and pencil tasks is more efficient than these two
treatments etc. These results have corresponding interpretations ...
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